Honda Racing RedMoto
World Enduro Team - 2020 movie
The 2020 season should have started on March 1 st. Unfortunately, in the same period the Covid-19 emergency strongly
affected all Europe, stopping not only the sport, but also entire countries like Italy -headquarter of the team-, one of the most
affected by the Coronavirus outbreak.
It’s a real emergency and situation is really tough, but the priority now goes to everyone’s health. The Team is ready to face
the new season and is waiting for calendar updates, confident that both FIM and the organizers will try to give life to a World
Championship of high level in every way by changing the dates.

Awaiting the start of the races, Honda Racing RedMoto World Enduro Team is pleased to present the 2020 line-up with a
movie. There are many new features as the technical level of the Honda-RedMoto 2020 bikes and the technical apparel of the
riders.

The new team line-up sees the E1 vice-champion Thomas Oldrati for the third consecutive year and the new entries Daniel
McCanney and Roni Kytonen.
An international team, engaged in three different classes, aiming to the highest step of the podium. Thomas Oldrati is ready to
face the season in the E1 class after a hard training in southern Spain and Sardinia. The English Daniel McCanney will debut
in the Enduro 2 class with the CRF 450RX Enduro aiming to the top three, while the young Roni Kytonen will race in the
Junior class with the CRF 250RX Enduro.

Matteo Boffelli
Team Manager
"Since February 20th everything is ready to kick off, but this
pandemic has stopped the World. Now the priority is to protect
everyone's health by staying home. Once the situation will be better,
we will be ready to start the competitions with even more
enthusiasm! The riders have worked very well and we have all the
credentials to be competitive. Our target is always high and we’ll
try to be at the top of each class. As in 2019, in addition to our
three riders, we have reconfirmed Antoine Meo as our ambassador:
he’ll be the reference for classic races and the French market, as
well as an excellent advisor for our riders”.

Thomas Oldrati #22
Honda CRF 250RX Enduro

"I'm ready to face this season aware that I have worked well during
the winter both in terms of athletic preparation with my new trainer
Andrea Balboni and on the bike with our technical manager Diego
Sonzogni. In the tests we have found excellent solutions and we
have all the right credentials to do well. I’m keeping on my training
at home, waiting this tough moment will come to the end".

Daniel McCanney #43
Honda CRF 450RX Enduro

"I have always dreamed of riding a Honda. The goal of each rider
is to win: I’ll give my best in a really hard fought Enduro 2 class. I
have worked hard with the team, finding the right setting for my
racing style: all the technicians have a lot of experience and I’m
getting more and more feeling with the bike day by day. The current
situation does not allow us to ride motorcycles and this penalizes
me as Honda is a news for me, but I’m confident to get back on
track soon”.

Roni Kytonen #91
Honda CRF 250RX Enduro

"It's an honour to be part of an official team. I've finished the
compulsory military in Finland and now I'll be in Italy for long.
Training and test have been very interesting: every day we find
different weather conditions and so we did a good job. In Finland
the situation is quite stable, but we must not lower our guard: now
the priority goes to everyone's health. When the time will come,
we’ll be ready to start".

